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In massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, it is critical to obtain the accurate direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation. Conventional three-dimensional array mainly focuses on the uniform array. Due to the dense arrangement of the
sensors, the array aperture is limited and severe mutual coupling e�ects arise. In this paper, a coprime cubic array (CCA)
con�guration design is presented, which is composed of two uniform cubic subarrays and can extend the interelement spacing
with a selection of three pairs of coprime integers. Compared with uniform cubic array (UCA), CCA achieves the larger array
aperture and less MC e�ects. And the analytical expression of Cramer–Rao Bound (CRB) for CCA is derived which veri�es that
the proposed CCA geometry outperforms the conventional UCA in two-dimensional (2D) DOA estimation performance in
massive MIMO systems. Meanwhile, we propose a computationally e�cient 2DDOA estimation algorithmwith high accuracy for
CCA. Speci�cally, we utilize array mapping to extract two uniform arrays from the nonuniform array by exploiting the relation
derived from the signal subspace and the two directional matrices. �en, we operate a reduced dimension process on the uniform
arrays and convert the 2D spectrum peak searching (SPS) problem into one-dimensional (1D) one, which signi�cantly reduces the
computational complexity. In addition, we employ the polynomial root �nding technique with a lower complexity instead of 1D
SPS to further relieve the computational complexity. Simultaneously, with coprime property, the phase ambiguity problem is
solved, which results from the large interelement spacing. Numerical simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
is very computationally e�cient without degradation of DOA estimation performance.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, massive multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO), known as large-scale MIMO, is considered as one
of the promising technologies in the development of future
wireless communication systems. Massive MIMO attracts
considerable attention due to the high throughput, enhanced
link reliability, and improved spectral e�ciency [1, 2]. Also,
massive MIMO can e�ectively reduce the latency and ro-
bustness to interference [3, 4], which are important factors
in wireless communication systems.

Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation plays an impor-
tant role in massive MIMO, since precise DOA estimation is
vital for the base station (BS) to conduct downlink precoding
or beamforming [5]. DOA estimation is also widely utilized
in engineering applications, like radar, sonar, wireless

communication, and navigation [6–9]. Many classic DOA
estimation algorithms [10–13] and plenty of derived algo-
rithms [14–16] have been proposed to solve the DOA es-
timation problem. Most of these existing algorithms mainly
utilize the conventional uniform array con�gurations
[17, 18] with the interelement spacing no larger than typical
half-wavelength to tackle the problem of phase ambiguity
[19]. However, in the massive MIMO systems, with a large
number of antennas, severe mutual coupling (MC) e�ects
arise, which signi�cantly a�ect the DOA estimation
accuracy.

In recent years, a new con�guration called coprime array
[20] has been a hot research direction and attracts much
attention since it can signi�cantly enhance the degree of
freedom (DOF) [21], improve the resolution [22], and re-
lieve MC e�ects [23]. �is motivates many studies of DOA
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estimation using coprime array over the decade. In [24], a
total angular search based algorithm by employing the
multiple signals classification (MUSIC) algorithm was
proposed. By exploiting the coprime property, the phase
ambiguity problem is tackled. In [25], an ambiguity-free
DOA estimation algorithm was proposed, which exploits the
total information including self-information and mutual
information to eliminate the ambiguity problem with high
accuracy of DOA estimates. However, due to the total an-
gular search, this algorithm results in large computational
complexity. To deal with this obstacle, a partial spectral
search (PSS) algorithm was introduced which only performs
spectrum searching in a restricted sector and hence lowers
the computational cost but has no effect on DOA estimation
performance [26]. In the case of multiple sources, this al-
gorithm will cause the target matching error when elimi-
nating the phase ambiguity. To tackle the problem, an
improved DOA estimation algorithm based on root-MUSIC
was proposed in [27] for coprime linear array (CLA), which
employs the relation between steering matrices and signal
subspaces of two subarrays to achieve DOA estimation.

*e algorithms mentioned above [24–27] were pre-
sented for one-dimensional (1D) DOA estimation, whereas,
practically, two-dimensional (2D) DOA estimation pos-
sesses more importance, and various studies have been
introduced [28–30]. In [28], the PSS algorithm for coprime
planar array (CPA) was presented, which can reduce the
computational complexity. A reduced dimension notion to
achieve 2D DOA estimation was proposed in [29]. A gen-
eralized CPA geometry with more flexible array layouts was
constructed for 2D DOA estimation [30], which can attain
more DOFs compared with CPA configuration. However,
spectrum peak searching (SPS) is involved in these men-
tioned works [28–30] and hence causes expensive compu-
tational cost.

In this paper, on the basis of the 1D CLA and 2D CPA,
we construct a three-dimensional (3D) array geometry called
coprime cubic array (CCA). In the context of massive
MIMO systems [31, 32], MC effects become important
which have a vital influence on DOA estimation accuracy.
*e geometry of CCA possesses the extended array aperture
and can effectively reduce MC effects. Especially, in the cases
with small elevations, the CCA obtains superior DOA es-
timation performance. Simultaneously, the Cramer–Rao
Bound (CRB) is derived which demonstrates that the pro-
posed CCA geometry outperforms the conventional uni-
form cubic array (UCA) configuration [33–35]. In addition,
we propose an array mapping and reduced dimension based
on computationally efficient MUSIC (AMRD-MUSIC) al-
gorithm to estimate 2D DOAs. Different from the con-
ventional multiple-dimensional MUSIC (MD-MUSIC)
algorithm, where 2D SPS involves a tremendous compu-
tation burden, in the proposed algorithm, we utilize array
mapping to extract two uniform arrays from the nonuni-
form array by exploiting the relation derived from the signal
subspace and the two directional matrices. *en, we operate
a reduced dimension process on the uniform arrays and
convert the 2D spectrum peak searching (SPS) problem into
1D one, which significantly reduces the computational

complexity. In addition, we employ the polynomial root
finding technique with a lower complexity instead of 1D SPS
to further reduce the computational complexity. Meanwhile,
according to the coprime property, the phase ambiguity
problem is solved which results from large interelement
spacing and the proposed algorithm obtains paired angles
automatically. Numerical simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed AMRD-MUSIC algorithm can signifi-
cantly reduce the computational complexity cost with no
degradation of DOA estimation performance.

Specifically, we summarize the main contributions of
this paper.

(1) In massive MIMO systems, conventional 3D array
mainly focuses on the uniform array, which limits
the array aperture and suffers from severe MC effects
due to the dense location of sensors. We construct a
CCA configuration which can achieve the larger
array aperture and less MC effects compared with
UCA. In addition, the analytical expression of CRB
with CCA is derived and simulations demonstrate
that the proposed CCA performs better DOA esti-
mation performance than the conventional UCA
configuration.

(2) We propose an AMRD-MUSIC algorithm for 2D
DOA estimation that can achieve almost the same
DOA estimation performance as classic MD-MUSIC
algorithm but with lower computational complexity.
*rough array mapping, we extract two uniform
arrays from the nonuniform array and operate a
reduced dimension on these two arrays to reduce 2D
SPS into 1D one, which can effectively lower the
computational complexity. To further reduce com-
plexity, we utilize the polynomial root finding
technique with a lower complexity instead of SPS.
*erefore, computational complexity obtains a sig-
nificant decrease.

(3) *e proposed algorithm can achieve the full DOFs
and obtain DOA estimates with pairing automatically.

Section 2 introduces the array configuration and signal
model. In Section 3 and Section 4, we present the proposed
algorithm and analyse the performance of the proposed
algorithm, respectively. Sections 5 and 6 provide numerical
simulations and conclusions, respectively.

Notations 1. We use (·)T as the transpose, and (·)H is
utilized as the conjugate transpose. ⊙ signifies Khatri–Rao
product and ⊗ denotes Kronecker product. E(·) is expec-
tation. Dm(·) is a diagonal matrix that is formed of the m-th
row of the matrix. angle(·) is a phase operator.

2. Array Configurations and Signal Model

2.1. Uniform Cubic Array. UCA geometry is designed with
M × N × J sensors, where M denotes the number of sensors
in the x-axis, N and J denote the number of sensors in the y-
axis and z-axis, respectively. *e interelement spacing of
UCA is dx � dy � dz � λ/2, which denotes the interelement
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spacing of x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, respectively. λ is
wavelength. Figure 1(a) shows an example of UCA with
M � N � J � 3.

2.2. CoprimeCubic Array. For UCA configuration, the array
aperture is limited by the interelement spacing no larger
than conventional half-wavelength. Simultaneously, MC
effects exist due to the dense location of sensors. Based on
CLA and CPA, we propose a CCA configuration, which can
effectively increase the array aperture and decrease the MC
effects.

Definition 1 (coprime cubic array (CCA)). *e CCA con-
sists of two subarrays. *e first subarray is composed of
M1 × N1 × J1 sensors with the interelement spacing of dx1 �

M2λ/2 in x-axis direction, dy1 � N2λ/2 in y-axis direction,
and dz1 � J2λ/2 in z-axis direction. For the second subarray,
it contains M2 × N2 × J2 elements and dx2 � M1λ/2,
dy2 � N1λ/2, dz2 � J1λ/2, where M1, M2, N1, N2 and J1, J2
are coprime integer pairs and stand for the number of
sensors in x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, respectively. *erefore,
there are TCCA � M1N1J1 + M2N2J2 − 1 sensors in total.
Figure 1(b) is an example of CCA geometry with M1 �

3, N1 � 2, J1 � 3 and M2 � 2, N2 � 3, J2 � 2.
In the following part, we compare the array performance

in array aperture and MC effects of UCA and CCA,
respectively.

2.3. Array Aperture Comparison. In this subsection, we
compare the array aperture of UCA and CCA in the same
cases. For a fair comparison, we assume that the number of
sensors in UCA and CCA is basically the same. According to
[36], we can compute the array apertures of these arrays,
which are denoted as ΓUCA and ΓCCA:

ΓUCA � (M − 1)(N − 1)(J − 1) ×
λ3

8
,

ΓCCA � max M1 − 1( M2 N1 − 1( N2 J1 − 1( J2
λ3

8
,

M2 − 1( M1 N2 − 1( N1 J2 − 1( J1
λ3

8
.

(1)

For example, we set the UCA with M � 4, N � 4, J � 6,
so the total number of sensors in UCA is TUCA � M × N ×

J � 4 × 4 × 6 � 96. One subarray of CCA is of M1 � 5, N1 �

2, J1 � 3 and the other subarray is of M2 � 4, N2 � 3, J2 � 5.

*e number of sensors in CCA is TCCA � M1 × N1 × J1 +

M2 × N2 × J2 − 1 � 89 in total. We can note that the CCA
has fewer number of sensors than UCA. As a result, for the
two given arrays, the array aperture can be obtained as
ΓUCA � 5.625λ3, ΓCCA � 90λ3. So we have

ΓUCA < ΓCCA. (2)

It can be seen that the proposed CCA configuration can
effectively enlarge the array aperture with fewer sensors.

2.4. Mutual Coupling Effects Comparison. Array signal
models usually neglect the MC between the sensors. In
practical application, the MC effects between the closely
located sensors should be considered. Without loss of
generality, we employ a coupling matrix C ∈ CT×T, where T

denotes the total number of sensors in the array. In general,
the expression of C is very complicated. According to [37],
for given UCA and CCA configurations, C can be denoted
approximately by a B-banded Toeplitz matrix as follows:

Ci,j �

c
di − dj



, di − dj



≤B,

0, di − dj



>B,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(3)

where the value of Ci,j is inversely proportional to sensor
distance and satisfies 1 � c0 > |c1|> |c2|> · · · > |cB|> |cB+1| �

0. B is a constant and di denotes the positions of sensors.
According to [37], the coupling leakage can be exploited

to evaluate the total MC

L �
‖C − diag(C)‖F

‖C‖F

, (4)

where ‖C − diag(C)‖F is the amount of MC. It is indicated
that the smaller L is, the less MC is.

We compare the coupling leakages of the given UCA of
M � 4, N � 4, J � 6 and CCA of M1 � 5, N1 � 2, J1 � 3 and
M2 � 4, N2 � 3, J2 � 5. *e total number of sensors of UCA
and CCA is TUCA � M × N × J � 4 × 4 × 6 � 96 and
TCCA � M1 × N1 × J1 + M2 × N2 × J2 − 1 � 89, respec-
tively. Hence, we have CUCA ∈ C96×96 and CCCA ∈ C89×89. So
the coupling coefficients can be computed by the following:

cd �

1, d � 0,

0.3ejπ/3 ·
e− j(d− 1)π/8

d
, 1≤ d≤B,

0, d>B,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where B � 3 and d denotes the distance between the random
two sensors. *en, we compute the coupling leakages of
UCA and CCA as L(TUCA) � 0.7588 and L(TCCA) � 0.2829,
respectively. It can see that the proposed CCA can effectively
decrease the MC effects.

LCCA <LUCA. (6)

Table 1 shows the comparison of array aperture and
coupling leakage for UCA and CCA in the same conditions.
From Table 1, we can see that the proposed CCA config-
uration has the least sensors but outperforms the UCA in
array aperture andMC effects. In addition, the CCA achieves
better DOA estimation performance that is shown in Section
5. *erefore, in the following part, we employ the CCA into
consideration.

2.5. Signal Model. Assume that there are K far-field un-
correlated narrowband incident signals impinging on
the CCA from (θk, ϕk) | θk ∈ (0°, 90°), ϕk ∈ (0°, 180°),
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k � 1, 2, . . . , K}, where θk and ϕk denote the DOA (the el-
evation angle and azimuth angle) of the k-th target [19]. And
we define K<min M1N1J1, M2N2J2 , uk � sin θk cos ϕk ∈
(− 1, 1), vk � sin θk sinϕk ∈ (0, 1), and wk � cos θk ∈ (0, 1).
In the following, we take the subarray that has Mi × Ni × Ji

(i � 1, 2) sensors to derive the proposed algorithm in the
following part.

We denote the received signal as follows [28]:

xi(t) � Ais(t) + ni(t), i � 1, 2, (7)

where s(t) � [s1(t), s2(t), . . . , sK(t)] ∈ CK×L represents the
signal matrix and L denotes the number of snapshots.
ni ∈ CMiNiJi×L is the additive white Gaussian noise matrix,
whose variance and mean are σ2n and zero, respectively.
Ai ∈ CMiNiJi×K denotes directional matrix of the i-th sub-
array and is presented by the following:

Ai � ax,i u1( ⊗ ay,i v1( ⊗ az,i w1( , . . . , ax,i uK( ⊗ ay,i vK( 

⊗ az,i wK( ,

(8)

where ax,i(uk) � [1, ej2πdxiuk/λ, . . . , ej2π(Mi − 1)dxiuk/λ]T, ay,i(vk)

� [1, ej2πdyivk/λ, . . . , ej2π(Ni − 1)dyivk/λ]T and az,i(wk) � [1,

ej2πdziwk/λ, . . . , ej2π(Ji − 1)dziwk/λ]T(k � 1, 2, ..., K) correspond
to steering vectors of x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of the subarray
i.

Denote the directional matrix in (7) as follows:

Ai � Ax,i ⊙Ay,i ⊙Az,i

�

Az,iD1 Ay,i D1 Ax,i 

Az,iD1 Ay,i D2 Ax,i 

⋮

Az,iDNi
Ay,i DMi

Ax,i 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,
(9)

where Ax,i denotes directional matrix of x-axis of the sub-
array i, and Ay,i,Az,i stand for the matrices of y-axis and z-
axis, respectively, Dni

(Ay,i)(n � 1, 2, . . . , N&i � 1, 2) de-
notes a diagonal matrix which is formed of the n-th row of
the matrix Ay,i for the subarray i, and Dmi

(Ax,i)(m �

1, 2, . . . , M&i � 1, 2) denotes a diagonal matrix which is
formed of the m-th row of the matrix Ax,i for the subarray i.

3. 2D DOA Estimation Algorithm

Conventional MD-MUSIC algorithm can obtain DOA
estimates with high accuracy by selecting a refined search
step, which causes expensive computational complexity. To
tackle the problems, an AMRD-MUSIC algorithm is
proposed.

3.1. MD-MUSIC Spectrum. We concatenate the array
measurements x1(t) and x2(t) as follows:

x(t) �
x1(t)

x2(t)
  �

A1

A2
 s(t) +

n1(t)

n2(t)
 

� As(t) + n(t),

(10)

where A � [AT
1 ,AT

2 ]T and n(t) � [nT
1 (t), nT

2 (t)]T.
A1 ∈ CM1N1J1×K and A2 ∈ CM2N2J2×K *en, the covariance
matrix of the total array can be computed by the following:

Table 1: Performance of the array configurations.

Configuration Total number of sensors Array
aperture

Coupling
leakage

UCA 96 5.625λ3 0.7588
CCA 89 90λ3 0.2829

λ/2 

λ/2
 

λ/
2

X

Y

Z

(a)

X

Y

3λ/2

3λ
/2

3λ/
2

2λ/2

2λ
/2

2λ/
2 

(b)

Figure 1: Array configurations. (a)*e structure of UCA (M � N � J � 3) and (b) the structure of CCA (M1 � 3, N1 � 2, J1 � 3 andM2 �

2, N2 � 3, J2 � 2).
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R �
1
L



L

t�1
x(t)xH

(t) � UsΣsU
H
s + UnΣnU

H
n , (11)

where Un ∈ C(M1N1J1+M2N2J2)×(M1N1J1+M2N2J2− K) refers to
noise subspace and Us ∈ C(M1N1J1+M2N2J2)×K signifies signal
subspace. Σs ∈ CK×K is a diagonal matrix with the K largest
eigenvalues of R and Σn contains the remaining eigenvalues.
Here, the symbol of (̂ ) means the estimation of the co-
variance matrix R.

*en, according to 1D MUSIC spectrum [12], the MD-
MUSIC spectrum can be solved as follows:

f(u, v, w) �
1

aH(u, v, w)UnUH
n a(u, v, w)

�
1

aH
1 (u, v, w)aH

2 (u, v, w) UnUH
n

a1(u, v, w)

a2(u, v, w)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(12)

3.2. Array Mapping. In this subsection, we utilize array
mapping to extract two uniform arrays from the nonuni-
form array by exploiting the relation derived from the signal
subspace and the two directional submatrices.

As the signal subspace spans the same space with the
steering matrix doing, we have

Us �
A1

A2
 T, (13)

where T ∈ CK×K represents a nonsingular matrix. *en, the
signal subspace can be decomposed into two parts:

Us �
Us1

Us2
  �

A1

A2
 T, (14)

where Us1 ∈ CM1N1J1×K and Us2 ∈ CM2N2J2×K.
*en, the transformation matrices can be defined as

follows [38]:

H1 � Us2U
+
s1 � A2TT

− 1A+
1 � A2A

+
1 ,

H2 � Us1U
+
s2 � A1TT

− 1A+
2 � A1A

+
2 ,

(15)

where (·)+ denotes the pseudoinverse operation. From (15),
we have the following:

A2 � H1A1,

A1 � H2A2,
(16)

and the steering vectors of a1(u, v, w) and a2(u, v, w) also
satisfy this relation in (16), so we have the following:

a2(u, v, w) � H1a1(u, v, w),

a1(u, v, w) � H2a2(u, v, w).
(17)

By utilizing (17), we transform (13) into the following:

f1(u, v, w) �
1

aH
1 (u, v, w)aH

1 (u, v, w)HH
1 UnUH

n

a1(u, v, w)

H1a1(u, v, w)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
1

aH
1 (u, v, w) 1 H

1 a1(u, v, w)
,

(18)

f2(u, v, w) �
1

aH
2 (u, v, w)HH

2 aH
2 (u, v, w) UnUH

n

H2a2(u, v, w)

a2(u, v, w)
 

�
1

aH
2 (u, v, w) 2 H

2 a2(u, v, w)
,

(19)

where  1 � IM1N1J1
HH

1 Un and  2 � HH
2 IM2N2J2

 Un.

3.3. Reduced Dimension Processing. In this part, we employ
the double reduced dimension processing on (16) and (17),
respectively, to transform the 2D SPS into 1D one.*erefore,
the computational complexity can be significantly reduced.

As ai(u, v, w) � ax,i(u)⊗ ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) � ax,i(u)⊗
(ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w)) � (ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi

)(ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w)), then
we have

a1(u, v, w) � ax,1(u)⊗ IN1J1
  ay,1(v)⊗ az,1(w) , (20)

a2(u, v, w) � ax,2(u)⊗ IN2J2
  ay,2(v)⊗ az,2(w) , (21)

where IN1J1
and IN2J2

are both identity matrices.
*en, we define the function Qi(u, v, w)(i � 1, 2) as

follows:

Qi(u, v, w) � aH
i (u, v, w)

i


H

i
ai(u, v, w), (22)
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which transforms the 2D SPS to find the minimum value of
(22). According to (20) and (21), we have the following:

Qi(u, v, w) � ax,i(u)⊗ ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 
H


i


H

i
ax,i(u)⊗ ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 

� ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi
  ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 

H


i


H

i
ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi

  ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w)  
H

� ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 
H

ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi
 

H


i


H

i
ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi

  ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 

� ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 
H
Gi(u) ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w) 

� fH
i (v, w)Gi(u)f i(v, w),

(23)

where Gi(u) � (ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi
)H

 i
H
i (ax,i(u)⊗ INiJi

),
f i(v, w) � ay,i(v)⊗ az,i(w), and f i(v, w) ∈ CNiJi×1. Note that
(23) is an optimization problem. Based on eHfH

i (v, w) � 1,
where e � [1, 0, . . . , 0]T ∈ CNiJi , we can eliminate the trivial
solution fH

i (v, w) � 0. *is optimization problem can be
reconstructed as follows:

min
(u,v,w)

fH
i (v, w)Gi(u)f i(v, w)

s.t. eHfH
i (v, w) � 1.

(24)

*en, we can construct the cost function as follows:

L(u, v, w) � fH
i (v, w)Gi(u)f i(v, w) − λ eHfH

i (v, w) − 1 ,

(25)

where λ is a constant. *en, we have the following:

z

zf vi, wi( 
L(u, v, w) � 2Gi(u)f i(v, w) + λe. (26)

According to (26), we have f i(v, w) � ξG− 1
i (u)e, where ξ

is a constant. Combining (24), we have the following:

ξ �
1

eHG− 1
i (u)e

. (27)

*en, f i(v, w) can be denoted as follows:

f i(v, w) �
G− 1

i (u)e
eHG− 1

i (u)e
. (28)

Based on (24) and (28), we can obtain the following:

uk � arg min
u

1
eHG− 1

i (u)e
� argmax eHG− 1

i (u)e. (29)

According to (29), the 2D SPS is transformed into 1D
one by utilizing a reduced dimension process. To further
reduce complexity, we employ the polynomial rooting
technique with the lower computational complexity to
obtain the final DOA estimates instead of the 1D SPS
process.

3.4. Polynomial Root Finding Process. Define zx,i �

e− j2πdiu/λ, (i � 1, 2) and denote ax,i(u) as follows:

ax,i(u) � a zx,i  � 1, zx,i, z
2
x,i, . . . , z

Mi − 1
x,i 

T
. (30)

*en, we rewrite Gi(u) as follows:

G zx,i  � aH
zx,i ⊗ INiJi


H


i


H

i a zx,i ⊗ INiJi
.

(31)

*en, we employ polynomial root finding technique
instead of 1D SPS.

aH
zx,i ⊗ INiJi

 
H

 zx,i 
H

zx,i  a zx,i ⊗ INiJi
  � 0.

(32)

If zx,i cannot match with one source signal and if

Rank 
i ≥NiJi, (33)

the matrix  i is invertible [38].
In order to achieve the polynomial (32), zx,i satisfies

D zx,i  � det  zx,i   � 0. (34)

*en, we can obtain the final u
(k)
i by finding K roots

which are closest to the unit circle of the polynomial
D(zx,i), zk

x,i|k�1,2,...,K,

u
(k)
i � angle z

(k)
x,i 

λ
2πdi

. (35)

In order to obtain the estimation of v
(k)
i or w

(k)
i , the

similar reduced dimensional polynomial root finding
technique can be employed again. We can reform the
whole steering matrix as Ai

′ � [ay,i(v1)⊗ ax,i(u1)⊗
az,i(w1), . . . , ay,i(vK)⊗ ax,i(uK)⊗ az,i(wK)], which contains
the same elements as the matrix Ai and only differs in el-
ements positions. *en, a reconstructed received signal can
be obtained. *en, we operate the proposed array mapping,
reduced dimension, and polynomial rooting technique again
to attain the estimate of v

(k)
i

v
(k)
i � angle z

(k)
y,i 

λ
2πdi

. (36)

Similarly, we can achieve w
(k)
i . Phase ambiguity problem,

resulting from the larger element spacing than half-wave-
length, will be solved by coprime property in the following
section.
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3.5. Ambiguity Elimination. Firstly, the phase ambiguity
problem is illustrated. *en, the coprime property is
exploited to tackle the problem.

Assume that only one signal located with (θτ , ϕτ) im-
pinges on the CCA subarray and the subarray consists of
Mi × Ni × Ji sensors. (θa,ϕa) is assumed as one of the
ambiguous DOAs of the real angle (θτ , ϕτ).

According to [38],

mod
2π
λ

dxiuτ  + 2kuπ �
2π
λ

dxiuτ ,

mod
2π
λ

dyivτ  + 2kvπ �
2π
λ

dyivτ ,

mod
2π
λ

dziwτ  + 2kwπ �
2π
λ

dziwτ ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(37)

where the mod operation depends on the period of the
exponential function 2π. So it can be noted that the phase
difference between the real and ambiguous DOAs is
2kπ(k ∈ Z) [39] and ku, kv, kw ∈ Z are integers. And dxi �

Njλ/2, dyi � Mjλ/2, dzi � Jjλ/2(i, j ∈ [1, 2], i≠ j) denote
the element spacing among three axes, respectively.
uτ � sin θτ cos ϕτ ,vτ �sin θτ sinϕτ , wτ � cos θτ .

*en, we employ the obtained estimates to recover all
estimates [28],

2πdxi uτ − ua( 

λ
� 2kuπ, (38)

2πdyi vτ − va( 

λ
� 2kvπ, (39)

2πdzi wτ − wa( 

λ
� 2kwπ, (40)

where ua � sin θa cosϕa, va � sin θa sinϕa, and wa � cos θa

are defined and they denote the ambiguous values.
As θ ∈ (0, π/2) and ϕ ∈ (0, π), we have ua ∈ (− 1, 1),

va ∈ (0, 1), wa ∈ (0, 1). Simultaneously, u2
a + v2b ∈ (0, 1) and

u2
a + v2a + w2

a � 1 demand to satisfy each estimate.
As the interelement spacing of conventional UCA is

limited to half-wavelength, ku, kv, kw can only be the value of
zero, which means no ambiguity problem exists. However,
in CCA, due to the interelement spacing larger than half-
wavelength, there are other pairs to make (37)–(39) hold
besides the infeasible ku, kv, and kw pairs, whereas only one
pair is the candidate related to the actual DOA. Coprime
property is utilized to solve the phase ambiguity problem
and achieve true DOA.

Assume (θa,ϕa) as one of the ambiguous DOAs that
appears in one of the subarrays. Simultaneously, define
(θt, ϕt) as the corresponding actual DOA. *ere exists the
following:

uτ − ua �
2kui

Mj

,

vτ − va �
2kvi

Nj

,

wτ − wa �
2kwi

Jj

.

(41)

It exists that kui ∈ (− Mj, Mj), kvi ∈ (− Nj/2, Nj/2),
kwi ∈ (− Jj/2, Jj/2), i, j ∈ 1, 2{ }, i≠ j [38], so we can obtain

ku1

M2
�

ku2

M1
,

kv1

N2
�

kv2

N1
,

kw1

J2
�

kw2

J1
.

(42)

Since N1, N2, M1, M2 and J1, J2 are coprime integers
pairs, respectively, (41) can hold only in the case of
ku1 � ku2 � 0, kv1 � kv2 � 0, kw1 � kw2 � 0. It is indicated
that the ambiguity problem is solved and actual DOA es-
timates can be achieved.

In practice, we only need two variables of (uk, vk, ck) to
achieve DOAs (θk,ϕk) estimates, where uk, vk, ck are the
estimates of uk, vk, ck(k � 1, 2, . . . , K).

*e final estimate of (θk,ϕk) can be calculated by the
following:

θk �
arcsin

������

u2
k + v2k



+ arccoswk

2
,

ϕk �
arctan uk/vk(  + arccos uk/

������

1 − w2
k



 

2
.

(43)

3.6. Detailed Steps of the Proposed Algorithm. *e steps are
provided in detail as follows:

Step 1: compute the covariance of the received signal
data to obtain the MD-MUSIC spectrum function (12).
Step 2: according to the signal subspace, construct H1
and H2 by (15), with which we can obtain the
reconstructed spectrum function according to (19).
Step 3: by array mapping, we extract the two uniform
arrays (19) from the nonuniform array (12) according
to the relation derived from two directional matrices.
Step 4: according to (20) and (21), transform the 2D SPS
process into 1D SPS.
Step 5: according to (32), convert 1D PSS to polynomial
root finding process and obtain the K roots of u

(k)
i .

Similarly, we can achieve v
(k)
i and w

(k)
i .
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Step 6: by (41), all the ambiguous DOA estimates are
recovered, and by searching for the nearest ones, the
actual estimations of u(k), v(k) and w(k) can be achieved.
Step 7: according to (43), the final DOAs estimates can
be obtained.

4. Performance Analysis of the Algorithm

4.1. DOF Comparison. *e proposed AMRD-MUSIC al-
gorithm can obtain M1N1J1 + M2N2J2 − 1 DOFs, which
indicates that the proposed algorithm can achieveM1N1J1 +

M2N2J2 − 2 signals by employing M1N1J1 + M2N2J2 − 1
antennas.

DOFAMRD− MUSIC
CCA � M1N1J1 + M2N2J2 − 1. (44)

*e algorithms in [24, 26] process the two subarrays
separately so that they have a great loss in DOFs since they
only exploit the autoinformation. *e number of achievable
DOFs by using the method in [24, 26] can be denoted as
follows:

DOFalgorithms in[24,26]

CCA � min M1N1J1, M2N2J2( , (45)

where M1 � N1 � J1 >M2 � N2 � J2.
*us, the proposed algorithms can detect many more

signals than conventional algorithms with the same sensors.
From (44) and (45), we can note the relationship of DOFs of
different algorithms as follows:

DOFalgorithms in[24,26]

CCA <DOFARMD− MUSIC
CCA . (46)

Figure 2 depicts the maximum number of achievable
DOFs to illustrate the signals explicitly without ambiguous
DOA estimations, where the number of snapshots is set to be
L � 500 with noise-free, the total number of signals is K �

28, and the total number of sensors is T � 3 × 2 × 3 + 2×

3 × 2 − 1 � 29. *e elevation angles and azimuth angles are
set to be θ � [20∘, 20∘, 20∘, 20∘, 20∘, 20∘, 20∘, 40∘, 40∘, 40∘, 40∘,
40∘, 40∘, 40∘, 60∘, 60∘, 60∘, 60∘, 60∘, 60∘, 60∘, 80∘, 80∘, 80∘, 80∘,
80∘, 80∘, 80∘] and ϕ � [15∘, 25∘, 35∘, 45∘, 55∘, 65∘, 75∘, 15∘, 25∘,
35∘, 45∘, 55∘, 65∘, 75∘, 15∘, 25∘, 35∘, 45∘, 55∘, 65∘, 75∘, 15∘, 25∘,
35∘, 45∘, 55∘, 65∘, 75∘] respectively. From Figure 2, we can
obviously see that the 28 signals can be detected uniquely
due to the employment of total correlation matrix infor-
mation including autocorrelation matrix and mutual cor-
relation matrix, where no ambiguous angles arise; however,
the methods in [24, 26] fail to detect 28 signals and they can
detect 11 signals at most in this scenario.

4.2. ComplexityAnalysis. In this subsection, we compute the
complexity of the classical MD-MUSIC algorithm, multiple-
dimensional ESPRIT (MD-ESPRIT) algorithm and the
proposed AMRD-MUSIC algorithm for the same array
configuration of CCA with the same sensors.

For the MD-MUSIC algorithm, the total complexity is
composed of three parts, including computing covariance,
eigenvalues decomposition, and spectrum peak searching.
*e complexity of these three parts is presented as T2L, T3

and (180/τ)(90/τ)[T(T − K)], respectively, where L

represents the number of snapshots T � T1 + T2, T1 �

M1N1J1, T2 � M2N2J2 and τ denotes the searching step. So
the total computational complexity can be denoted as
T2L + T3 + (180/τ)(90/τ)[T(T − K)].

And we compute the complexity of the MD-ESPRIT al-
gorithm. For the two subarrays, complexity consists of three
parts, computing the covariance as T2L, eigenvalue decom-
position as T3

1 + T3
2, computing pseudoinverse and eigenvalue

decomposition after reconstruction as (T1 − N1J1)
3 + (T2 −

N2 J2)
3 + (T1 − M1 J1)

3 + (T2 − M2 J2)
3 + (T1 − N1M1)

3 +

(T2 − N2M2)
3. So the total complexity of these operations is

denoted as T2L + T3
1 + T3

2 + (T1 − N1J1)
3 + (T2 − N2J2)

3 +

(T1 − M1J1)
3 + (T2 − M2J2)

3M2J2)
3 + (T1 − N1M1)

3 +

(T2 − N2M2)
3.

In the proposed AMRD-MUSIC algorithm, the complexity
can be denoted as T2

1L + 2KT1T2 + 2T1T
2
2 + 2N1J1T1T +

(N1 J1)
2T1 + (T − N1 J)3 + 2N2 J2 T2 T + (N2 J2)

2 T2 + T3
2,

and the complexity of the other subarray is approximately
similar to it.

We compare the complexity of the conventional MD-
MUSIC algorithm, the MD-ESPRIT algorithm, and the pro-
posed AMRD-MUSIC algorithm with the same CCA config-
uration. For clarity, we list the computational complexity of these
algorithms with CCA in Table 2 with L � 200, K � 2, M1 �

3, M2 � 2, N1 � 2, N2 � 3, J1 � 3, J2 � 2, J1 � 3, J2 � 2, and
the searching step τ is set to be 0.02.

We compare the computational complexity versus the
number of snapshots and sensors respectively of three al-
gorithms including MD-MUSIC, MD-ESPRIT, and ARMD-
MUSIC. Figures 3 and 4 show the complexity comparison
with the increasing number of snapshots and sensors, re-
spectively. It can be seen that the proposed AMRD-MUSIC
algorithm achieves the lowest computational complexity
than other algorithms. Figure 5 shows the complexity
comparison versus the searching step. We can see that the
complexity of MD-MUSIC reduces with the searching step
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Figure 2: Maximum achievable DOFs without ambiguous angles
by using the AMRD-MUSIC algorithm.
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increasing. However, the proposed AMRD-MUSIC algo-
rithm outperforms the other algorithms.

4.3. Advantages of the Proposed Algorithm. In summary, the
advantages of the proposed algorithm are listed as follows:

(1) *e proposed algorithm achieves significant com-
plexity decrease by reducing 2D SPS into 1D one and
utilizing polynomial root finding technique instead
of 1D SPS.

(2) *e proposed algorithm possesses approximately the
same DOA estimation performance as the MD-
MUSIC algorithm and behaves better in its esti-
mation than the classic MD-ESPRIT algorithm.

(3) *e proposed algorithm can obtain full DOFs due to
the utilization of the total matrix information.

(4) *e proposed algorithm can achieve DOA angles
with pairing automatically.

Table 2: Computational complexity of different algorithms.

Algorithms Complex multiplication
MD-MUSIC 5.4432 × 109
MD-ESPRIT 1.9212 × 105
AMRD-MUSIC 1.20096 × 105
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Figure 3: Comparison of total complexity versus snapshots.
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4.4.Cramer–RaoBound. Weprovide the Cramer–Rao Bound
(CRB) [40–42] analytical derivation of DOA estimation for
CCA. *e signal covariance can be obtained by the following:

Rs �
1
L



L

t�1
s(t)sH

(t), (47)

and we define the matrix parameter vector η � [θ1,
θ2, . . . , θK,ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕK]T.

*en, we can denote the (ξ0, ζ0)-th element of the Fisher
information matrix (FIM) as follows [42]:

FIM ξ0 ,ζ0( ) � ς0tr
zp

zηξ0
P− 1 zp

zηζ0
P− 1

 

� ς0
zp

zηξ0
 

H

PT ⊗P 
− 1 zp

zηζ0
,

(48)

where

ς0 � M1N1J1 + M2N2J2, (49)

P � APsA
H

+ Iς0, (50)

p � vec(P) � A∗ ⊙A( Ξ + vec Iς0 , (51)

and we denote zp/zη � [zp/zθ1, zp/zθ2, . . . , zp/zθK,

zp/zϕ1, zp/zϕ2, . . . , zp/zϕK]; then we have the following:

FIM � ς0
zp

zη
 

H

PT ⊗P 
− 1zp

zη
. (52)

By utilizing (52), we can calculate the following:
zp

zη
� Ad1 ,Ad2 , (53)

where

Ad1 � D∗1 ⊙A + A∗ ⊙D1( ,

Ad2 � D∗2 ⊙A + A∗ ⊙D2( ,

D1 �
za u1, v1( 

zθ1
,
za u2, v2( 

zθ2
, . . . ,

za uK, vK( 

zθK

 ,

D2 �
za u1, v1( 

zϕ1
,
za u2, v2( 

zϕ2
, . . . ,

za uK, vK( 

zϕK

 ,

a uk, vk(  �

ax1 uk( ⊗ ay1 vk( ⊗ az1 wk( 

ax2 uk( ⊗ ay2 vk( ⊗ az2 wk( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, k � 1, 2, . . . , K,

 � diag(Ξ).
(54)

*ematrix PT ⊗P is positive definite since the P in (50) is
positive definite.

By letting

F � PT ⊗P 
− 1/2

AdR0, (55)

the CRB can be obtained as follows:

CRB �
1
ς0

FHF 
− 1

, (56)

where Ad � [Ad1,Ad2],R0 � diag(Rs,Rs).

5. Simulation Results

Numerical simulations are provided to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed array configuration of CCA and
algorithm in this part. For the CCA geometry, it consists of
two uniform cubic subarrays of 3 × 2 × 3 and 2 × 3 × 2
sensors, where dx1 � 2λ/2, dy1 � 3λ/2, dz1 � 2λ/2, dx2 �

3λ/2, dy2 � 2λ/2, and dz2 � 3λ/2. *e total number of these
two subarrays is computed as T � 3 × 2 × 3 + 2 × 3 × 2 − 1 �

29. *e UCA consists of 3 × 2 × 5 � 30 sensors. Assume K �

2 signals impinging on the arrays from (θ1,ϕ1) � (20∘, 30∘)
and (θ2,ϕ2) � (50∘, 70∘). From Figure 6, we can clearly see
that the AMRD-MUSIC algorithm is able to detect the DOA
targets successfully.

*e root mean square error (RMSE), as the performance
metric of the DOA estimation, is defined as follows:

RMSE �

������������������������������

1
PK



P

p�1


K

k�1
θk − θ

p

k 
2

+ ϕk − ϕ
p

k 
2

 




, (57)

where K is the number of sources. (θ
p

k , ϕp

k )(k � 1, 2, . . . , K)

are estimates of (θk, ϕk) of the p-th Monte Carlo trial, re-
spectively. In this paper, we set P � 500.

5.1. DOA Estimation Performance Comparison of Different
Array Configurations with the Same Algorithm. We employ
simulations to illustrate the DOA estimation performance of
UCA and CCA configurations by using the same algorithm,
where. K � 2, (θ1,ϕ1) � [15∘, 30∘], (θ2, ϕ2) � [20∘, 40∘].

Figures 7 and 8 exhibit the RMSE performance com-
parison between CCA and UCA by utilizing the same al-
gorithm. It captures explicitly that the proposed AMRD-
MUSIC algorithm with CCA possesses better DOA esti-
mation performance because of the extended array aperture
and less MC effects. And CRB comparison shows that CCA
can obtain the lower bound of theoretical DOA estimation
performance compared with UCA geometry.

5.2. DOA Estimation Performance Comparison of Different
Algorithms with the Same Array. In this subsection, we
compare the RMSE performance of different algorithms
with the same array of CCA, including the proposed AMRD-
MUSIC algorithm, conventional MD-MUSIC algorithm,
and MD-ESPRIT algorithm.

Figures 9 and 10 present the 2D angle estimation
comparisons versus SNR and L, respectively. *e two
figures clearly show that the proposed AMRD-MUSIC
algorithm has approximately the same DOA estimation
performance as the MD-MUSIC algorithm and
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outperforms the classic MD-ESPRIT algorithm owing to
the utilization of total information including autocorre-
lation matrix and mutual correlation matrix, while the
proposed algorithm has a lower computational complexity
as shown in Figure 2.

5.3. Comparison of DOA Estimation Performance versus the
Number of Sensors. In this subsection, we employ the
proposed approach to a CCA geometry which consists of two
subarrays including 3 × N × 3 and 2 × 3 × 2 sensors, where
N � [2, 4, 5]. *e RMSE performance versus SNR and
snapshots are displayed in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. It is
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Figure 6: Scattering figure with AMRD-MUSIC for CCA.
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obviously shown that the RMSE estimation performance of
the proposed AMRD-MUSIC algorithm is improving with
the increase of SNR or snapshots due to the diversity gain.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a CCA geometry in massive MIMO systems is
constructed, which consists of two uniform cubic subarrays
and obtains the extension of interelement spacing by
selecting three pairs of coprime integers. Meanwhile, CRB
for CCA is derived and the proposed CCA geometry is
verified to outperform the conventional UCA geometry in
2D DOA estimation performance in massive MIMO sys-
tems. In addition, we propose a computationally efficient 2D
DOA estimation algorithm via array mapping and reduced
dimension for CCA. In the proposed algorithm, we utilize
the array mapping and map the nonuniform array into two
uniform arrays and operate the reduced dimension process
on the two uniform arrays to transform the 2D SPS problem
into 1D one. In addition, the computational complexity gets
further reduced by converting the 1D SPS problem into a
polynomial root finding problem. Numerical simulation
results verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm that
can reduce the computational complexity cost with no
degradation of DOA estimation performance.
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To further enhance frequency-asynchronous distributed Alamouti-coded (FADAC) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), we propose a new scheme which combines the partial maximum likelihood detection (PMLD) to the residual
intercarrier interference cancellation (RIC). In order to decrease the performance gap from intercarrier interference- (ICI-) free
level after single time iteration of the RIC, the �nal stage of the proposed scheme performs the PMLD limited to the symbols of
less-reliable decision variables. We show that with the practically acceptable candidate symbol set size, a single iteration for RIC is
enough to achieve the ICI-free performance. Moreover, the proposed scheme substantially expands the allowable ranges of the
three undesirable terms, i.e., the timing and frequency o�sets between the transmit antennas and the multipath delay spreads.

1. Introduction

Recently, distributed antenna systems (DASs) have been one
of the hottest topics in 5G wireless communication systems
[1–3]. In DAS, one of the main challenging issues is to
mitigate self-interference due to the carrier frequency o�set
(FO) between the distributed transmit antennas [4–8]. In the
case of DAS, the synchronization is more di¡cult and
challenging due to the distributed nature compared to the
conventional synchronization between the transmitter and
receiver since each distributed transmit antenna has a dif-
ferent local oscillator and independent Doppler spread.  e
FO between the distributed transmitters destroys the
designed Alamouti code property and degrades the per-
formance.  is is more signi�cant in OFDM-modulated
Alamouti code because the FO in the OFDM signals gen-
erates intercarrier interference (ICI).

In order to overcome this problem, several algorithms
have been proposed [4–8]. In [4–8], the so-called frequency
reversal space frequency coded OFDM has been proposed.
 ey utilize the ICI self-cancellation property by the fre-
quency reversal structure of the Alamouti-coded symbols

with appropriate combining technique at the receiver.
However, in severely frequency-selective fading channels,
these algorithms get worse because of interblock ICI terms.

Meanwhile, in [9–11], typical structures of interference
cancellation algorithms for the conventional Alamouti-
coded OFDM with the distributed antennas have been
proposed.  ese algorithms generate the estimated in-
terference terms based on the channel state and FO in-
formation and initial detection symbols. In general, ICI
terms are cancelled by subtracting the estimated interference
terms from the received signal. As the conventional Ala-
mouti-coded OFDM has no ICI self-cancellation property
for frequency asynchronous distributed antennas, consid-
erable number of cancellation iterations has to be performed
until the performance converges because the accuracy of the
initial detection symbol is low. Moreover, the improvement
of the converged performance by cancellation is not so
impressive. In [12], the Alamouti-coded OFDM scheme for
mitigation of ICI due to FO between two relays is proposed.
 e term of phase drift exists during two consecutive OFDM
symbols because this scheme employs the space time code in
Alamouti code schemes. In order to mitigate not only the
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term of phase drift but also ICI term due to FO, the ICI
cancellation methods are performed in time domain and
frequency domain, respectively. Despite the complicated ICI
cancellation methods, this algorithm only achieves near ICI-
free performance with small FO.

Meanwhile, in [13], Kim et al. have combined a typical
decision-directed iterative ICI cancellation scheme to fre-
quency-asynchronous distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM
(FADAC OFDM) shown to outperform the other existing
approaches [7]. +is approach achieves the considerable
improvement compared to the previous ICI cancellation
methods due to the far accurate initial detection of FADAC
OFDM compared to those in [9–11]. From the second it-
eration, however, the BER is stuck in the same value and
would not converge to the near ICI-free performance. In
[14], in order to overcome this drawback, we have proposed
a further modified version based on the selective ICI can-
cellation. Although the adaptive cancellation improves the
performance, symbol reliability check for deciding whether
or not to cancel is performed by a threshold test, which has a
practical problem that the performance is very sensitive to
the threshold setting. In addition, to approach the near ICI-
free performance, the iterative cancellations more than 3 or 4
times are required.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced scheme for
FADAC OFDM to overcome the shortcomings of [9–14].
Compared to [9–14], the proposed scheme achieves better
performance even with the single-time ICI cancellation. In
order to decrease the performance difference from ICI-free
performance after single-time iteration of ICI cancellation,
the final stage of the proposed scheme performs the partial
maximum likelihood detection (PMLD) limited to the
symbols of low-reliability decision variables (DVs). +e
selection criterion of candidate symbol set for PMLD is
simply based on the power of each symbol’s DV normalized
by the total average power of the DV. +e performance
results reveal that the proposed scheme quite significantly
enhances the FADAC OFDM in terms of the allowable
ranges of the frequency offset and the channel selectivity.

+is paper is organized as follows. We first provide the
system model in Section 2 and the transceiver structure of
the conventional distributed antenna Alamouti-coded
OFDM with FO in Section 3. In Section 4, the proposed
algorithm is addressed. We show that the proposed scheme
consists of the three major stages, that is, (1) the initial
detection stage using FADAC OFDM, (2) residual ICI
cancellation (RIC) algorithm, and (3) PMLD algorithm.
Simulation results are shown in Section 5 in order to provide
the performance improvement due to the proposed algo-
rithm. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. The System Model

+is section addresses the system model. +is paper considers
the distributed antenna system that is composed of two transmit
(TX) antennas and one receive (RX) antenna as in [4–10].
Figure 1 shows the structure of TX and RX sides of the dis-
tributed Alamouti-coded OFDM. In Figure 1(a), let the variable
xb,l denote the lth data symbol of the bth subblock andX

(A)
b,k and

X
(B)
b,k denote the Alamouti-coded symbols at the kth subcarrier

of the bth subblock of TX antennas A and B, respectively. We
will discussmore about how to performAlamouti encoding and
decoding in the next section. In each TX antenna, Alamouti-
coded symbols are modulated with OFDM signals with N total
subcarriers by using N point inverse Fourier transform (IFFT).
+en, the OFDMmodulated signals are upconverted by carrier
frequencies of TX antennas A and B denoted by f(A)

c and f(B)
c ,

respectively, and transmitted from each antenna.
+e TX signals from two TX antennas are received at

RX antenna as shown in Figure 1(b). +e RX signal is
downconverted by two local carrier frequencies, i.e., f(A)

c

and f(B)
c , and two downconverted signals denoted by r(A)

and r(B) are obtained, respectively. +e two downconverted
signals r(A) and r(B) are input to two N-point FFTs in order
to demodulate OFDM modulated symbols, and then the
two demodulated symbols at the kth subcarrier of the bth
subblock of TX antennas A and B denoted by R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k

are obtained from two N-point FFT outputs, respectively.
By performing Alamouti decoding on R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k , the

estimated symbol xl is finally detected.

3. Signal Structure of Conventional Distributed
Alamouti-Coded OFDM

In this section, the signal structure of conventional dis-
tributed Alamouti-coded OFDM is illustrated. Figure 2
shows the OFDM symbol structure of the conventional
distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM [9–11]. In conven-
tional distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM, Alamouti code
pairs are mapped to the consecutive subcarriers just like
the typical space-frequency Alamouti code structure [15],
i.e., X

(A)
b,k and X

(B)
b,k are set to

X
(A)
b,k �

xb,1, if k � 1,

− x∗b,2, if k � 2,

⎧⎨

⎩

X
(B)
b,k �

xb,2, if k � 1,

x∗b,1, if k � 2,

⎧⎨

⎩

(1)

where xb,1 and xb,2 denote the two data symbols for the bth
subblock and (·)∗ is the complex conjugate operator.

In the RX side, two FFTs are performed on the two RX
signals r(A) and r(B) by separately synchronizing to two
asynchronous TX antenna’s carrier frequencies and time
delays, and two FFT outputs R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k are expressed as

R
(A)
b,k � H

(A)
b,k X

(A)
b,k + 

N/2

β�1


2

m�1
Q(2(β − b) + m + ε − k)

· H
(B)
β,me

− jθτ
β,m X

(B)
β,m + w

(A)
b,k ,

(2)

R
(B)
b,k � H

(B)
b,k X

(B)
b,k + 

N/2

β�1


2

m�1
Q(2(β − b) + m − ε − k)

· H
(A)
β,me

jθτ
β,mX

(A)
β,m + w

(B)
b,k ,

(3)

where H
(A)
b,k and H

(B)
b,k denote the channel fading coefficients

of the kth subcarrier of bth subblock from TX antennas A
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and B, respectively, and w
(A)
k and w

(B)
k are AWGN terms

and Q(x) is the ICI coefficient. We assume that H
(A)
b,k and

H
(B)
b,k are independent and follow zero mean, unit variance

complex Gaussian distribution. +e term ε in (2) and (3) is
the normalized FO between two TX antennas, that is,
ε � (f(B)

c − f(A)
c )/fΔ, where fΔ is the subcarrier spacing.

+e ICI coefficient Q(x) is given as follows [16]:

Q(x) �
sin(πx)

N sin((π/N)x)
exp jπ 1 −

1
N

  x . (4)

+e decoding for the conventional distributed Alao-
mouti coded OFDM is performed on R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k . +e lth

normalized decision variable (DV) corresponding to data
symbol xb,l denoted by xb,l is obtained as follows:

xb,l �

H
∗(A)
b,l R

(A)
b,l + H

(B)
b,l+1R
∗(B)
b,l+1

H
(A)
b,l




2

+ H
(B)
b,l+1




2 , for odd l,

H
∗(B)
b,l− 1R

(B)
b,l− 1 − H

(A)
b,l R
∗(A)
b,l

H
(B)
b,l




2

+ H
(A)
b,l+1




2 , for even l.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

4. The Proposed Scheme

+e proposed scheme in the receiver side consists of three
major stages as follows:

(1) Initial detection stage: Alamouti decoding of
FADAC OFDM

(2) RIC algorithm using the initial detection of (1)
(3) PMLD limited to low-reliability decision variables

+e following subsections explain each of these three
stages, respectively.

4.1. Initial Detection Stage: FADAC OFDM. In FADAC
OFDM, in the TX side, compared to the conventional
distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM, the N total sub-
carriers are properly divided into the Nb subblocks
according to the selectivity of the channel, and then
frequency reversal Alamouti code is applied block by
block, i.e., Alamouti pairs are mapped into a “mirror
image” symmetric to the center frequency of each sub-
block as in Figure 3. Hence, X

(A)
b,k and X

(B)
b,k for 1≤ b≤Nb

are set as follows:

X
(A)
b,k �

xb,2k− 1, for 1≤ k≤
nc

2
,

− x∗
b,2 nc − k+1( )

, for
nc

2
+ 1≤ k≤ nc,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

X
(B)
b,k �

xb,2k, for 1≤ k≤
nc

2
,

x∗
b,2 nc − k( )+1, for

nc

2
+ 1≤ k≤ nc.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

+e proposed scheme basically employs the combining
scheme of the FADACOFDM in [7] for the initial detection.
In the receiver side, two FFTs are performed on r(A) and r(B)

as in the conventional distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM
and two FFT output signals as R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k are obtained.

+en, the kth elements of bth subblock of them R
(A)
b,k andR

(A)
b,k

are expressed as

Alamouti
encoding

N-point
IFFT

Upconversion
with f c(A)

TX ant. A

TX ant. B

Upconversion
with f c(B)

N-point
IFFT

Alamouti
encoding

Data
symbol

Xb,k
(B)

Xb,k
(A)

xb,l

(a)

Rb,k
(B)

Rb,k
(A)

RX ant.

Downconversion
with f c(A)

N-point
FFT

Frequency shi� by
f c(B) – f c(A)

N-point
FFT

Alamouti
decoding

Estimated
symbol

x̂b,l

i = 0
r(A)

r(B)

(b)

Figure 1: Structure of (a) TX and (b) RX sides of the distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM.
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–x∗3,2 x4,1
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–x∗4,2 xb,1
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…
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(B)
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Figure 2: OFDM symbol structure of conventional distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM.
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R
(A)
b,k � H

(A)
b,k X

(A)
b,k + 

Nb

β�1


nc

m�1
Q (β − b)nc + m + ε − k( 

· H
(B)
β,me

− jθτ
β,m X

(B)
β,m + w

(A)
b,k ,

(7)

R
(B)
b,k � H

(B)
b,k X

(B)
b,k + 

Nb

β�1


nc

m�1
Q (β − b)nc + m − ε − k( 

· H
(A)
β,me

jθτ
β,mX

(A)
β,m + w

(B)
b,k .

(8)

We further consider the TO (timing offset) between the
RX signals between the two TX antennas, which has not been
considered in the previous works [13, 14]. Let Δt denotes the
TO and we assume that OFDM symbol duration T is as-
sumed to be sufficiently enlarged compared to Δt [17]. +e
term τ in (7) and (8) denotes the normalized TO, i.e.,
τ � (Δt/T). +e terms e

− jθτ
β,m X

(B)
β,m in (7) and e

jθτ
β,mX

(B)
β,m in (8)

denote the phase rotation of kth subcarrier of bth subblock
in frequency domain due to TO τ and θ is calculated as
2π((b − 1)nc + k − 1).

+e Alamouti decoding for FADAC OFDM described in
[7] is performed on R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k as shown in Figure 4 and

then, the normalized DVs xb,2k− 1 and xb,2k corresponding to
data symbols xb,l and xb,l+1 are obtained. By the Alamouti
decoding described in [7], the normalized DVs xb,2k− 1 and
xb,2k are obtained as follows:

xb,2k− 1 �
H
∗(A)
b,k R

(A)
b,k + H

(B)
b,nc − k+1R

∗(B)
b,nc− k+1

H
(A)
b,k




2

+ H
(B)
b,nc− k+1




2 , (9)

xb,2k �
H
∗(B)
b,k R

(B)
b,k − H

(A)
b,nc− k+1R

∗(A)
b,nc − k+1

H
(B)
b,k




2

+ H
(A)
b,nc − k+1




2 . (10)

For more details on the Alamouti decoding of FADAC
OFDM, refer to [7].

4.1.1. Extension of FADAC OFDM to Two RX Antennas
System. Meanwhile, in order to meet the requirement of 5G
standard, we consider FADAC OFDM with two TX and two
RX antennas. +e overall process of this system is almost the
same as in the previous system, i.e., two TX and one RX
antennas, except that the number of channels and the
number of FFT outputs increase as the RX signal increases.
Hence, four FFT outputs are expressed as

R
(A,A)
b,k � H

(A,A)
b,k X

(A)
b,k + 

Nb

β�1


nc

m�1
Q (β − b)nc + m + ε − k( 

· H
(B,A)
β,m e

− jθτ
β,m X

(B)
β,m + w

(A,A)
b,k ,

R
(B,A)
b,k � H

(B,A)
b,k X

(B)
b,k + 

Nb

β�1


nc

m�1
Q (β − b)nc + m − ε − k( 

· H
(A,A)
β,m e

jθτ
β,mX

(A)
β,m + w

(B,A)
b,k ,

R
(A,B)
b,k � H

(A,B)
b,k X

(A)
b,k + 

Nb

β�1


nc

m�1
Q (β − b)nc + m + ε − k( 

· H
(B,B)
β,m e

− jθτ
β,m X

(B)
β,m + w

(A,B)
b,k ,

R
(B,B)
b,k � H

(B,B)
b,k X

(B)
b,k + 

Nb

β�1


nc

m�1
Q (β − b)nc + m − ε − k( 

· H
(A,B)
β,m e

jθτ
β,mX

(A)
β,m + w

(B,B)
b,k ,

(11)

where R
(U,V)
b,k and w

(U,V)
b,k denote FFT output and AWGN

signal of the RX signal received at the Vth RX antenna
(V ∈ [A andB]) and downconverted by the carrier fre-
quency of the Uth TX antenna, i.e., (f(U)

c ∈ [f(A)
c andf(B)

c ]),
and H

(U,V)
b,k denotes the channel coefficient between the Uth

TX antenna and the Vth RX antenna. +e normalized DVs
xb,2k− 1 and xb,2k are obtained as follows [15]:

xb,2k− 1 �
H
∗(A,A)
b,k R

(A,A)
b,k + H

(B,A)
b,nc− k+1R

∗(B,A)
b,nc − k+1 + H

∗(A,B)
b,k R

(A,B)
b,k + H

(B,B)
b,nc− k+1R

∗(B,B)
b,nc − k+1

H
(A,A)
b,k




2

+ H
(B,A)
b,nc − k+1




2

+ H
(A,B)
b,k




2

+ H
(B,B)
b,nc − k+1




2 ,

xb,2k �
H
∗(B,A)
b,k R

(B,A)
b,k − H

(A,A)
b,nc − k+1R

∗(A,A)
b,nc − k+1 + H

∗(B,B)
b,k R

(B,B)
b,k − H

(A,B)
b,nc− k+1R

∗(A,B)
b,nc − k+1

H
(B,A)
b,k




2

+ H
(A,A)
b,nc − k+1




2

+ H
(B,B)
b,k




2

+ H
(A,B)
b,nc − k+1




2 .

(12)
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Figure 3: Alamouti-coded block structure of FADAC OFDM.
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According to increase of the number of RX antennas,
3 dB gain is obtained compared with two TX antennas and
one RX antenna, as is well known [15].

4.2. RIC Algorithm. After the initial detection, the RIC al-
gorithm is performed. First, the estimated residual ICI terms
denoted by I

(A)
b,k and I

(A)
b,k are generated in order to cancel ICI

elements in the FFToutput signals R
(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k , respectively.

+e estimated residual ICI terms I
(A)
b,k and I

(B)
b,k are expressed as

I
(A)
b,k � 

β�1

Nb


m�1

nc

Q (β − b)nc + m + ε − k( H
(B)
β,me

− jθτ
β,m

X
(B)

β,m,

I
(B)
b,k � 

β�1

Nb


m�1

nc

Q (β − b)nc + m − ε − k( H
(A)
β,me

jθτ
β,m

X
(A)

β,m,

(13)

where X
(A)

b,k and X
(B)

b,k are the reconstructed (estimated)
versions of X

(A)
b,k and X

(B)
b,k based on the Alamouti-decoded

data symbol xl and the transmitter structure in Figure 3.
Assume that ε, τ, and θ and channel coefficients H

(A)
β,m and

H
(B)
β,m are known to the RX side. We update R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k by

R
(A)
b,k − I

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k − I

(B)
b,k which implies the residual ICI

cancelled version of R
(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k , respectively, and then, we

perform Alamouti decoding in (9) and (10) again on the
updated R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k .

Unlike the previous iterative RIC schemes to FADAC
OFDM in [13, 14], the proposed scheme performs the RIC
just once for less computations and less demodulation la-
tency which is a critical issue in 5G systems. In order to
reduce this latency, RIC algorithm is required for just a
single time. However, applying RIC algorithm for just a
single time cannot achieve the performance of ICI-free level.
To ameliorate this, we perform PMLD instead of the
complicated successive interference cancellation algorithm
in [14].

4.3. PMLD Limited to Less-Reliable Decision Variables.
After single-time RIC stage, the final stage of the pro-
posed scheme performs PMLD limited to the symbols of
less-reliable DVs in order to enhance the performance.
In order to reduce the computation load, we select only
M(≪N) least-reliable DVs as the target symbol set for
PMLD. +e selection criterion of candidate symbol set
for PMLD is based on cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k which are com-
prised of the power of each symbols’s DV normalized by
the total average power of the DVs. More specifically,
cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k for xb,2k− 1 and xb,2k are calculated, re-
spectively as

cb,2k− 1 �
Re xb,2k− 1 




2

E[|Re(x)|]2
,

cb,2k− 1 �
Re xb,2k− 1 




2

E[|Re(x)|]2
,

(14)

where x is DV vector, i.e., x � [x1,1, x1,2, . . .], Re(·) denotes
the real part of the complex value, and E(·) denotes the
expectation operator. In order to show whether cb,2k− 1 and
cb,2k reflect the reliability of DV well, the cumulative dis-
tribution function (CDF) of cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k with N � 256,
Eb/N0 � 10 dB, and 20 dB with the normalized FO ε � 0.2
and ε � 0.5 when each DV is correctly estimated and vice
versa is shown in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, the probability that the estimated
symbols by RIC scheme are incorrect is about 90th percentile
when cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k are less than 0.5. On the other hand,
the probability that the estimated symbol by the RIC scheme
is correct is less than 15th percentile with the same con-
dition. +is implies that almost of the estimation errors
occur when cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k are small values. Furthermore,
the probability that the estimation is incorrect is almost
invariant to Eb/N0 and ε. Hence, we conclude that cb,2k− 1
and cb,2k are available as the simple indicator of the reliability
of the DVs.
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with f c
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Figure 4: Receiver structure of the proposed scheme.
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Figure 6: Continued.
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Based on the observation above, the PMLD algorithm is
performed using cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k by the following steps:

(i) Step 1: classification of DVs for PMLD: classify the
estimated DV vector x as two vectors, i.e., xPML with
length M and xc

PML with length N − M where ac is
the complementary set of vector a. +e elements of
xPML are classified as the symbols corresponding to
the M minimum cb,2k− 1 and cb,2k. Meanwhile, the
rest N − M symbols with high reliability, i.e., xc

PML,
are determined as final detection symbol in this step.

(ii) Step 2: PMLD: in this step, the PMLD is performed
only for the DVs with low reliability, i.e., xPML. +e
detection symbol vector by PMLD xPML is obtained
as follows:
xPML � argmin

xPML∈CM

r(A)
− g(A)

(x)



2

+ r(B)
− g(B)

(x)



2

 ,

(15)

where C denotes the constellation point set of the
data symbol, r(A) and r(B) are FFT output vectors of
R

(A)
b,k and R

(B)
b,k , i.e., r(A) � [R

(A)
1,1 , R

(A)
1,2 , R

(A)
1,3 , . . . ,

R
(A)
Nb,nc

] and r(B) � [R
(B)
1,1 , R

(B)
1,2 , R

(B)
1,3 , . . . , R

(B)
Nb,nc

], re-
spectively, and g(A)(x) and g(B)(x) are the recon-
structed versions of r(A) and r(B) assuming the
transmitted data vector is x. Note that the compu-
tation complexity for (15) is impractically high.
Hence, we employ the following three techniques to
get the reasonable complexity.

(1) We neglect the term |r(B) − g(B)(x)|2 (or the term
|r(A) − g(A)(x)|2). +is is because it is intuitive that
these two terms are highly redundant due to the fact
that both r(A) and r(B) are obtained from the
common received signal.

(2) We perform the ML search over the J closest con-
stellation points to the initial detection point rather
than exhaustive search over all the constellation
point in the set C.Hence, we scan only JM candidate
symbol vectors in the space CM and thus the
complexity reduction will be substantial for high-
order modulation.

(3) As we sequentially scan the candidate symbol vectors
in the space CM one by one, there is only one element
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Figure 6:+e BERs of FADACOFDM “(1),” FADACOFDMwith SIC “(1) + (2),” the proposed scheme “(1) + (2) + (3)” with Eb/N0 � 20 dB,
N � 256, and QPSK: (a)Tmax � T/10, (b)Tmax � T/27, (c)Tmax � T/50, and (d)Tmax � T/100.
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difference between the previous candidate symbol
vector and the current symbol vector. +us, for
generating g(A)(x) (or g(B)(x)) in (15), we only need
to generate the newly added signal component and
then recursively replace the previously added
component. Specifically, to update the signal parts
in (7) and (8), i.e., H(A)

b,k X
(A)
b,k and H

(B)
b,k X

(B)
b,k , only two

sign changes are required and to update the ICI
terms, N subtractions and additions are required
because we have already reconstructed the ICI
terms in the RIC stage and we will use them as the
initial values for the recursive updates. Overall,
neglecting sign changes that are negligible, 2NJM

additions are required for the proposed PMLD
scheme.

5. Simulation Results

+e FADAC OFDM in [6] and its modified versions in
[13, 14] has been already intensively compared to the pre-
vious distributed Alamouti-coded OFDM schemes such as
the ones in [5] or [9]. Hence, in this paper, we focus on
comparing the proposed scheme with the basic FADAC
OFDM [6] and the FADAC OFDM with SIC in [14]. We
exclude the FADAC OFDM with SIC in [13] for com-
pactness as its upgraded version in [14] works far better. +e
main benefit of the proposed scheme lies in the feature that it
needs RIC just once. Hence, for comparing on the same
basis, the number of SIC iterations is commonly set to 1.

Figure 6 shows the BER performances of the schemes in
comparison over the frequency offset and the timing offset
plane for various cases of delay spread Tmax with
Eb/N0 � 20 dB. We commonly set N� 256 and use QPSK
constellation. For the PMLD in the proposed scheme, we set
J � 2 and M� 4 which needs a marginal computation
overhead compared to the computations for the interference

reconstruction in the RIC stage. Regarding the multipath
profile for generating H

(A)
b,k and H

(B)
b,k , the number of mul-

tipaths is 8 and their delay are distributed uniformly in
0 Tmax . +e guard interval is set to be larger than Tmax + τ.
+e subcarrier spacing is set to 15 kHz which is taken from
long-term evolution (LTE) standard [18]. +e subblock size
nc which varies according to delay spread is taken from the
results in [7].

We use the compact labels to each scheme in the legend:
“(1)” for FADAC OFDM as it only uses the stage (1) in
Figure 4, “(1) + (2)” for FADAC OFDM with SIC as it
corresponds to the stages (1) and (2) in Figure 4, and
“(1) + (2) + (3)” for the proposed scheme. For FADAC
OFDM with SIC “(1) + (2),” the adaptive selection (AS)
mode for interference cancellation in [14] is employed and
thus, the RIC stage outperforms that of the proposed scheme
although we specify it as “(1) + (2)” for easy expression. +e
conventional space frequency Alamouti-coded OFDM with
the label nc is also included for reference.

Note that although the FADAC OFDM with SIC
“(1) + (2)” achieves the substantially improved performance
compared to the basic FADAC OFDM, it still degrades
significantly for larger FOs. Meanwhile, except the severely
selective fading (say the case with Tmax � T/10), the pro-
posed scheme achieves near ICI-free performance for wide
range of FO. +is confirms that the PMLD in the final stage
of the proposed scheme well fixes the errors which were not
fixed in the RIC stage.

Also note that the main factor affecting the perfor-
mance is FO between the two TX antennas while the BERs
are almost irrespective of the timing offset (TO). Hence, for
clearer view, the BER curves are plotted in two-dimension
as a function of FO for two cases of fading channel se-
lectivity. As a mildly selective fading case, we set Tmax �

T/50 in Figure 7 and as a severely selective fading case, we
set Tmax � T/10 in Figure 8. It is remarkable that the
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Figure 7:+e BERs of FADACOFDM “(1),” FADACOFDMwith SIC “(1) + (2),” the proposed scheme “(1) + (2) + (3)”with Eb/N0 � 20 dB,
N � 256, QPSK, and Tmax � T/50.
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proposed scheme significantly extends the FO range of ICI-
free level even with the severe selective fading channel, i.e,
up to FO � 0.4 for Tmax � T/10. In addition, even in the
small range of FO, there exist the considerable performance
gaps between the proposed scheme and the other two
schemes.

6. Conclusions

We propose a new scheme which includes RIC and PMLD in
the FADAC OFDM for frequency and timing asynchronous
distributed antenna systems. From simulation results, we
show that additional improvement by RIC and PMLD can be
dramatically accelerated with acceptable complexity. +e
proposed scheme achieves near ICI-free performance with
wider range of FO and TO. Moreover, the proposed scheme
achieves near ICI-free performance with relatively large FOs
in quite selective fading channel.
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